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The world known as Elden is called “The
Seed of Life” in ancient times, and many

races have coexisted on it for generations. In
current times, the main nations, known as

the Four Rings, are the Elden Ring, the
Daebern, the Sobekn, and the Hardjin. The

Elden Ring is the land of magic, and its
ancient cities and forests are the center of
its power. Its nations are characterized by
rigid civilizations with advanced weapons

and philosophy, and powerful manufacturing
and trading nations. The Elden Ring is the
source of the different peoples’ original
cultures. The Daebern is located in the

south, and is the oldest of the Four Rings. Its
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nation is mostly agricultural, but its armed
forces are powerful. The Daebern’s rich
history is the result of constant invasion

from its enemies. The Sobekn is located in
the west, and was once the strong rival of
the Elden Ring. Now, this tropical nation is

mostly found in living in the sea. This nation
has a strong connection with ancient

technology, and is called “the Eye of the
World”. The Hardjin is located in the east,
and has few people compared to the other

nations. The Hardjin, a race of conquerors, is
an exception. The Daebern, Hardjin, and

Sobekn use the Elden Ring as a trade route
to import foreign goods. The Elden Ring has

strong military forces and manufacturing
facilities, so it is the most prestigious nation

in the Lands Between. * Tarnished, a
mercenary, is the hero of this story. * The
player character is a young man who has

been forced into being a mercenary. *
Tarnished, a mercenary, is the hero of this

story. * The player character is a young man
who has been forced into being a
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mercenary. * The enemy, Tarnished, is a
true hero. * The stories are linked through

Tarnished’s courageous deeds. * The player
character can freely use any weapons,

armor, or magic he desires. * The player
character can freely customize his

equipment. * Create your own character *
Customize the appearance of your character

* Customize the appearance of your
character * In the game, the player

character meets many dangerous enemies. *
In order to defeat them, the player

Features Key:
Brandished power of the Elden Ring: Individually, each of your followers is necessary for constructing

a powerful character. When combined, however, their collective strength increases to strengthen
your own. Your unique followers become companions while you interact with other player characters,

enjoy content generated by other players, and cooperate with them to battle enemies.
Enjoy Content not Created by You, Create Content Yourself Unlike similar online games where you

must consume content others create, in the Craft of the Soul you can actively participate in the
content creation of others.

Apprenticeship: Train with other players for your own benefit and to increase your own Ability.
A large Community with an active exchange of opinions: Partners with the player community to learn

about the game, get advice, and receive support. The community is huge; you can easily
communicate with each other and also experience the activities of other players.

Explore: Travel around the Lands Between using your home and a land transport company. You can
then travel together, play together, and cooperate together. Additionally, you can enjoy access to a

variety of other content such as daily quests, challenging Quests, and an incredible world.
Structured and Stable BATTLE SYSTEM A variety of different job types, including support skills, are

available for your character. In addition, some monster attackers also possess various skills to
ensure you can enjoy a challenging gameplay experience.

A 10-hour RUSAGE 10 hours in which you can enjoy your time in a familiar environment. You may
visit popular sites or dungeons freely. In addition to existing content, you can take on new content

generated by other players.
Variety of Missions, Quests, and Items You Can Acquire Acquire Skills, items, and other content such

as missions and quests. Their contents are varied and various. You can select content of your
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preference.
Numerous Opportunities to Improve Your Ability You can acquire the appropriate skills to strengthen

your own ability and level up.

Recommended Devices for play

• Android Devices: Google nexus, Google nexus 5X, Android 5.1, Android 6.0
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